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After 10 years development,Triple Play make the real breakthrough in 2010 
early,then Triple play become the focus again. Triple play provides opportunities and 
challenges for the development of Cable TV network companys,which belong to 
broadcast and TV network industry.State-owned broadcast and TV network industry is 
one of the lifelines of the national economy, which is always  holding the  political and 
business feature and is the focus of the society thanks to her great devotion to the 
development of economy and society in China．After a long period of development, 
broadcast and TV industry is constantly exploring a business model which is fitting for 
the socialist market economy under the support and encouragement of relevant national 
policy, and has made certain achievements. Recently, the convergence of policy of CATV 
network company have carried out the strategic adjustment to deal with the huge changes 
of the industry. 
This article mainly deals with the listed state-owned broadcast and TV companies , 
Beijing Gehua Catv Network Co.,Ltd (That Is BGCTV ),Shaanxi Broadcast & Tv 
Network Intermediary（Group） Co.,Ltd (That Is SXBN) and  Shenzhen Topway Video 
Communication Co., Ltd (That Is TOPWAY)．With the financial ratio analytics，it states 
the existing financial policy of these two state—owned broadcast and TV companies 
based on the financial performance analysis．Then it discusses and comments on the 
financial strategy of these two companies by applying financial strategy matrix analysis． 
The essay involves six chapters： 
Chapter One and Chapter Two firstly introduce the theme and significance of the 
study in the article, how to select the methods and set up the framework for 
researching．Secondly, the current development status and the macro-environment of 
media sector in China are analyzed．Moreover, the general situation of the two 
state-owned broadcast and TV companies is described briefly．Borrowing the financial 
analysis system of western companies ，also according to the financial analysis system 
and financial analysis method of Chinese companies， 
Chapter Three sets up the financial index analysis system suitable for the 
subject．With the said system，it processes the financial data of the three companies from  
2001 to 2010 , 2002 to 2010 and from 2005 to 2010 to financial data analysis，and 















financial indexes. Consequently it summarizes the individual financial characteristics． 
Based on the above financial analysis，Chapter Four Chapter Five applies the relative 
theories of financial policy for analyzing the financial policy of the two state-owned 
broadcast and TV companies，such as capital structure，dividend，working capital 
management and investment, then discusses and advises the financial strategy of the two 
state-owned broadcast and TV companies with financial strategy matrix，one of the 
financial strategy models． 
Finally, Chapter Six concludes the analysis of the two state-owned broadcast and TV 
companies，provides the conclusion and recommendations． 
After comparing and analyzing the financial performances，the financial policies and 
the financial strategies of these companies，the author finds that whole financial situations 
turns a positive growth．The profit ability of SXBN is good at the asset operation 
efficiency and liquidity；on the financial strategy part，the dividend policy should be 
adjusted in the three companies．It is worth of learning from the capital structure and the 
working capital management policy of SXBN．Meanwhile， in order to deal with the  
Triple convergence under the growing competition in the market, the author suggests 
three companies should adjust their financial strategies in time in conformity with the 
whole environment and pay attention to high added value business development．The 
article makes the author more deeply understand  how the network industry  affects its 
development strategically, and，in a sense，offer the reference for investors and network 
operators．  
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